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•• Six presentations were offered:Six presentations were offered:
–– An Introduction to the Gulf of Mexico by Jessica An Introduction to the Gulf of Mexico by Jessica 

K tlK tlKastlerKastler
–– Marine Debris in the Gulf of Mexico by Tim OsbornMarine Debris in the Gulf of Mexico by Tim Osborn
–– Coastal Resiliency by Stephanie ShowalterCoastal Resiliency by Stephanie ShowalterCoastal Resiliency by Stephanie ShowalterCoastal Resiliency by Stephanie Showalter
–– Farming the Sea by Robert Shipp Farming the Sea by Robert Shipp 
–– Applications of GIS in Oceanography by Mike CarronApplications of GIS in Oceanography by Mike Carronpp g p y ypp g p y y
–– Environmental Stewardship by Mike Environmental Stewardship by Mike SprangerSpranger
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•• Mississippi and Florida Participated with 10 Mississippi and Florida Participated with 10 
teachers completing the course in MS and teachers completing the course in MS and 
13 teachers in FL13 teachers in FL

•• Participants were asked to complete a preParticipants were asked to complete a pre--a t c pa ts e e as ed to co p ete a p ea t c pa ts e e as ed to co p ete a p e
and postand post--test, as well as a posttest, as well as a post--survey of survey of 
the online institutethe online institutee o e s u ee o e s u e

•• First time First time MoodleMoodle Learning Management Learning Management 
System (LMS) was used to deliver courseSystem (LMS) was used to deliver course
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System (LMS) was used to deliver courseSystem (LMS) was used to deliver course



Mississippi Repeated Measures T-Test
M N SD

Post-test 82.10 10 13.32
Pre-test 60.01 10 8.83

M SD t df Sig.
Post-Pre 22.09 15.83 4.412 9 .002
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Florida Repeated Measures T-Test
M N SD

Post-test 81.41 13 10.29
Pre-test 58.98 13 10.60

M SD t df Sig.
Post-Pre 22.42 11.96 6.760 12 .000
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Overall Repeated Measures T-Test
M N SD

Post-test 81.71 23 11.42
Pre-test 59.43 23 9.67

M SD t df Sig.
Post-Pre 22.27 13.44 7.951 22 .000
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For each of the following questions, “yes” or “no” was the answer.

YES NO
1 Did you experience technical problems with the online institute? 24% 76%1.  Did you experience technical problems with the online institute? 24% 76%

If “yes”, was this due to:
Internet connection 33%
Software problems 33%
Computer hardware problems 17%
Other 17%

2.  Were you able to adequately access the material in the online institute? 88% 12%
If “no”, was this due to:

Internet connection 0%Internet connection 0%
Software problems 50%
Computer hardware problems 50%
Other 0%
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Presentation # of Strands Participant Posts Scientist Posts

Intro to GOM 14 55 10

Marine Debris 12 40 3**

Coastal Resiliency 14 38 5Coastal Resiliency 14 38 5

Farming the Sea 12 43 0

Application of GIS 9 41 17

Environ. Stewardship 16 43 8
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** Jessie Kastler responded to this presentation



I would participate in another online institute

I would recommend the online institute to 
other teachers.

3 9

4.1

The time allowed to complete the six 
presentations was adequate.

I would participate in another online institute 
if given the opportunity.

3.3

3.9

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

I plan on using what I learned in my 
classroom

4.7
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Additions to Type of Internet
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Additions to
Presentations

Type of Internet
Connection



•• What comments and/or suggestions do What comments and/or suggestions do 
you have for improvement of the summer you have for improvement of the summer 
institute?institute?
–– Work required (lesson plan design)Work required (lesson plan design)q ( p g )q ( p g )
–– Institute design (length & number of lessons)Institute design (length & number of lessons)
–– Technical Changes in Technical Changes in MoodleMoodlegg
–– General commentsGeneral comments
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•• Comments (on the lesson plans):Comments (on the lesson plans):
–– Fewer lesson plans or skip the discussion questions Fewer lesson plans or skip the discussion questions 

and just have postsand just have postsand just have postsand just have posts
–– II feel that I could have prepared more meaningful feel that I could have prepared more meaningful 

and thorough lesson plans if I could have chosen to and thorough lesson plans if I could have chosen to 
do 3 (or 4) out of the 6 topicsdo 3 (or 4) out of the 6 topics My time was trulyMy time was trulydo 3 (or 4) out of the 6 topics.do 3 (or 4) out of the 6 topics. My time was truly My time was truly 
pressed to complete the discussion questions for each pressed to complete the discussion questions for each 
presentation as well as a lesson plan for each.presentation as well as a lesson plan for each.
l d h b f l l dl d h b f l l d–– Please reduce the number of lesson plans required.Please reduce the number of lesson plans required.
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•• Comments (on the lesson plans):Comments (on the lesson plans):
–– The amount of time I spent on the lesson plans and The amount of time I spent on the lesson plans and 

answering the questions was almost unbearable BUTanswering the questions was almost unbearable BUTanswering the questions was almost unbearable BUT answering the questions was almost unbearable BUT 
I really got a lot out of the actual workshopI really got a lot out of the actual workshop

–– I would have liked to have had the chance to discuss I would have liked to have had the chance to discuss 
lesson plan ideas with fellow teachers instead of justlesson plan ideas with fellow teachers instead of justlesson plan ideas with fellow teachers instead of just lesson plan ideas with fellow teachers instead of just 
talking about what the scientist had to say, I would talking about what the scientist had to say, I would 
have liked to have talked about ideas on how to have liked to have talked about ideas on how to 
incorporate it onto a class settingincorporate it onto a class settingincorporate it onto a class setting.incorporate it onto a class setting.
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•• Comments (on the online institute design):Comments (on the online institute design):
–– Teachers from Florida were unaware that they would Teachers from Florida were unaware that they would 

be completing such a lengthy online course Many ofbe completing such a lengthy online course Many ofbe completing such a lengthy online course. Many of be completing such a lengthy online course. Many of 
us had the understanding that we were required to us had the understanding that we were required to 
read a lecture and complete a lesson plan, not read a lecture and complete a lesson plan, not 
participate in hour's worth of discussion questionsparticipate in hour's worth of discussion questionsparticipate in hour s worth of discussion questions.participate in hour s worth of discussion questions.

–– I think two assignments a weekI think two assignments a week are too much.are too much. One a One a 
week will make for more time to make quality week will make for more time to make quality 
lessonslessons The discussions are a great way to shareThe discussions are a great way to sharelessons.lessons. The discussions are a great way to share The discussions are a great way to share 
information and experiences.information and experiences.
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•• Comments (on the online institute design):Comments (on the online institute design):
–– The one thing I was really looking forward to in The one thing I was really looking forward to in 

posting questions on the forum was response fromposting questions on the forum was response fromposting questions on the forum was response from posting questions on the forum was response from 
the facilitators. In many cases, the scientist who the facilitators. In many cases, the scientist who 
created the presentations were not very responsive. I created the presentations were not very responsive. I 
really thought there would be more interaction withreally thought there would be more interaction withreally thought there would be more interaction with really thought there would be more interaction with 
those people. My suggestion would be to make sure those people. My suggestion would be to make sure 
that the participating scientists really do have the that the participating scientists really do have the 
time necessary to be a valuabletime necessary to be a valuable part of the coursepart of the coursetime necessary to be a valuabletime necessary to be a valuable part of the course part of the course 
work.work.
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•• Comments (on the online institute design):Comments (on the online institute design):
–– The amount of time given for the online course would be The amount of time given for the online course would be 

adequate for someone who did not work or travel during those adequate for someone who did not work or travel during those q gq g
weeks. I taught camps from 7am to 5pm for two of the weeks, weeks. I taught camps from 7am to 5pm for two of the weeks, 
have been visiting family in another state for the last 5 days and have been visiting family in another state for the last 5 days and 
will be leaving the country soon until the day before school will be leaving the country soon until the day before school 
starts making it very stressful to try and get everything donestarts making it very stressful to try and get everything donestarts, making it very stressful to try and get everything done. starts, making it very stressful to try and get everything done. 
Truthfully, I am holding a bit of a grudge toward the course Truthfully, I am holding a bit of a grudge toward the course 
because I had to give up so many things I wanted to do this because I had to give up so many things I wanted to do this 
summer because I had to be on the computer every spare summer because I had to be on the computer every spare 

h d h h k h h l f hh d h h k h h l f hminute I had at home. I think teachers who apply for the minute I had at home. I think teachers who apply for the 
program in the future need to be very well aware of just how program in the future need to be very well aware of just how 
much time and work really is involved in the course work. It's much time and work really is involved in the course work. It's 
not just making a few posts/questions based on eachnot just making a few posts/questions based on each
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not just making a few posts/questions based on each not just making a few posts/questions based on each 
presentation and doing lesson plans like it says in the presentation and doing lesson plans like it says in the MoodleMoodle
reference guide. reference guide. 



•• Comments (on the online institute design):Comments (on the online institute design):
–– Some of the discussion questions proved to be rather Some of the discussion questions proved to be rather 

"busy work" than useful"busy work" than useful I would recommend you beI would recommend you bebusy work  than useful.busy work  than useful. I would recommend you be I would recommend you be 
careful by selecting discussion questions that can careful by selecting discussion questions that can 
always be utilized by the teacher in the always be utilized by the teacher in the 
classroomclassroom Teachers don't need busy workTeachers don't need busy workclassroom.classroom. Teachers don t need busy work.Teachers don t need busy work.

–– I was not aware that in addition to completing 6 I was not aware that in addition to completing 6 
lesson plans that there would also be 6 discussion lesson plans that there would also be 6 discussion 
and 6 discussion questions I found that this was anand 6 discussion questions I found that this was anand 6 discussion questions. I found that this was an and 6 discussion questions. I found that this was an 
incredible amount of work without feedback on incredible amount of work without feedback on 
whether or not I was completing the work whether or not I was completing the work 
adequatelyadequately
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adequately. adequately. 



•• Comments (on the online institute design):Comments (on the online institute design):
–– I have not received feedback on any of my discussion I have not received feedback on any of my discussion 

questions of my lesson plans I feel that some sort ofquestions of my lesson plans I feel that some sort ofquestions of my lesson plans. I feel that some sort of questions of my lesson plans. I feel that some sort of 
feedback would be appropriate before completing the feedback would be appropriate before completing the 
course. I enjoyed learning about the different topics, course. I enjoyed learning about the different topics, 
however I am unsure if I will be able to implementhowever I am unsure if I will be able to implementhowever I am unsure if I will be able to implement however I am unsure if I will be able to implement 
the lessons that I created since my curriculum is the lessons that I created since my curriculum is 
based on the SSS and I have certain benchmarks that based on the SSS and I have certain benchmarks that 
I have to coverI have to coverI have to cover.I have to cover.
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•• Technical Changes in Technical Changes in MoodleMoodle::
–– Have the slides in each presentation numbered and Have the slides in each presentation numbered and 

able to access individually Have allable to access individually Have allable to access individually. Have all able to access individually. Have all 
scientists/presenters available during some portion of scientists/presenters available during some portion of 
the class. I really wanted to talk to some of them.the class. I really wanted to talk to some of them.
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•• Comments (general):Comments (general):
–– The time deadline for the online portion was very The time deadline for the online portion was very 

difficult Not knowing the details of the onlinedifficult Not knowing the details of the onlinedifficult. Not knowing the details of the online difficult. Not knowing the details of the online 
coursework before committing to the institute, I coursework before committing to the institute, I 
ended up having to work online during the family ended up having to work online during the family 
vacation in order to meet the deadlinevacation in order to meet the deadlinevacation in order to meet the deadline.vacation in order to meet the deadline.

–– I am so thankful for this institute.I am so thankful for this institute. Although the Although the 
online requirements were a little lengthy, much of online requirements were a little lengthy, much of 
them helped to work through areas that teachers canthem helped to work through areas that teachers canthem helped to work through areas that teachers can them helped to work through areas that teachers can 
use in the classroom.use in the classroom. I definitely love the fact that I I definitely love the fact that I 
was required to prepare lesson plans.was required to prepare lesson plans. Now I have 6 Now I have 6 
lessons that I created and can use with mylessons that I created and can use with my
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lessons that I created and can use with my lessons that I created and can use with my 
students.students. This makes the time I spent worth while.This makes the time I spent worth while.



•• Comments (general):Comments (general):
–– While it has been a wonderful experience it is simply While it has been a wonderful experience it is simply 

too much I have gained so many ideas which I willtoo much I have gained so many ideas which I willtoo much. I have gained so many ideas which I will too much. I have gained so many ideas which I will 
carry to my classroom but the work we have been carry to my classroom but the work we have been 
assigned on line is just to extensive. A few (5) hours assigned on line is just to extensive. A few (5) hours 
would have been alright but this is as much work aswould have been alright but this is as much work aswould have been alright, but this is as much work as would have been alright, but this is as much work as 
some of my graduate school classes.some of my graduate school classes.

–– Some of the information is well over the heads of Some of the information is well over the heads of 
most middle school students I feel that personallymost middle school students I feel that personallymost middle school students. I feel that personally most middle school students. I feel that personally 
the information was of value, but I will not be able to the information was of value, but I will not be able to 
relate as much of it to my students due to the grade relate as much of it to my students due to the grade 
level difficultylevel difficulty
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level difficulty.level difficulty.



•• Comments (general):Comments (general):
–– I am excited about all the material and knowledge I I am excited about all the material and knowledge I 

have gained from this coursehave gained from this course The scientists andThe scientists andhave gained from this course.have gained from this course. The scientists and The scientists and 
teachers have been so helpful, and I nowteachers have been so helpful, and I now have some have some 
interesting and informative websites to work with.interesting and informative websites to work with.
I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience and believeI have thoroughly enjoyed the experience and believe–– I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience and believe I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience and believe 
that I will take most of it back to my classroom. I that I will take most of it back to my classroom. I 
would have enjoyed doing less work. To create a would have enjoyed doing less work. To create a 
great lesson plan takes time and while I don't want itgreat lesson plan takes time and while I don't want itgreat lesson plan takes time and while I don't want it great lesson plan takes time and while I don't want it 
to seem like I am whining the time it takes to to seem like I am whining the time it takes to 
complete all the work is a bit excessive for a summer complete all the work is a bit excessive for a summer 
experienceexperience
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experience.experience.



•• Comments (general):Comments (general):
–– I was surprised by the amount of work involved with I was surprised by the amount of work involved with 

each topic's discussion questions I had theeach topic's discussion questions I had theeach topic s discussion questions. I had the each topic s discussion questions. I had the 
preconception that we would only be creating a preconception that we would only be creating a 
lesson plan on each topic. In future institutes, it lesson plan on each topic. In future institutes, it 
would be helpful to present all the onlinewould be helpful to present all the onlinewould be helpful to present all the online would be helpful to present all the online 
requirements/deadlines in the application process.requirements/deadlines in the application process.

–– Thank you so much for the depth of content and the Thank you so much for the depth of content and the 
lengths to which you stretched the content of eachlengths to which you stretched the content of eachlengths to which you stretched the content of each lengths to which you stretched the content of each 
lesson.lesson. I felt that I was truly challenged with the I felt that I was truly challenged with the 
lesson content and what was expected of me.lesson content and what was expected of me. I try to I try to 
engage in a continuing learning experience eachengage in a continuing learning experience each
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engage in a continuing learning experience each engage in a continuing learning experience each 
summer.summer. I have yet to find one as intense as this; I have yet to find one as intense as this; 
and I appreciate the challenge!and I appreciate the challenge!


